Dear parents / guardians

Due to the COVID19, to avoid risks, students will not share materials for this coming school
year. Exceptionally for 2020/2021 school year, there is a change on the way of purchasing
and collecting contribution for art material.
The best way to avoid contact for safety reason is that students bring their own material, in
class in a bag, and when the lesson is over they will take it along or put it their locker. Thus,
parents should buy the materials listed here under (attached).
Please pay attention to your child’s class, for it varies from different levels. During the
school year, some materials might be required according to the students’ need. Moreover,
the school will provide different types of papers and materials for the entire year.

You can find these materials in the one of specialized shops proposed by art teachers, with
reduction for our school, (mentioning the school LUX II).
BASTELKISTE S.a.r.l.
17 rue Fort Elisabeth
L-1463 Luxembourg
Tel. 00352 – 40 05 06
e-mail address = mail@bastelkiste.lu

Please order earlier to collect the material in September
Here is the list for art material:-

Lists of art materials for 2020 / 2021 EELux II
S1, S2, S3, S4
-1 Sketch book size
21x29.7cm/DIN A4 160g white
40 pages-20 sheets

S5 and S6 art 2
-1 Sketch book size
21x29.7cm/DIN A4 160g white
40 pages-20 sheets

S6 and S7 art 4
-1 Sketch book size
21x29.7cm/DIN A4 170g white
128 pages
S7 No need to buy sketchbook

-1 set of brushes (3), “da Vinci”
Fit for school and hobby, green,
no. 12 flat, no. 6 round, no. 2
round

-1 set of brushes (3), “da Vinci”
Fit for school and hobby, green,
no. 12 flat, no. 6 round, no. 2
round
-1 pencils HB, 2B and 4B1 box of

-1 pencils HB, 2B and 4B

-1 set of brushes (4), “da Vinci”
Fit for school and hobby, green,
no. 12 flat, no. 12 round, no. 6
round, no. 2 round
- 1 pencils HB, 2B and 4B,

-1 box of paint 12 colour (opaque
-24 coloured pencil minimum
-1 box of paint 12 colour (opaque paint) Pelikan. See image
(very good quality)
paint) Pelikan. See image
-24 coloured pencil minimum
-24 water coloured pencil
-24 coloured pencil minimum
good quality
minimum (very good quality)
good quality
-24 normal felt pen minimum
good quality
-2 minimum, different black fine
-24 normal felt pen minimum
felt pen, 0.4, 0.5…
good quality
-1 black fin felt pen, 0.4 or 0.5
-1 black fin felt pen, 0.4 or 0.5

-12 oil pastel

-12 oil pastel

-1 ruler 40 (30) cm.
-1 compass, triangle

-1 box of good quality
watercolours, minimum 12,
Schmincke, Van Gogh or
equivalent

-1 ruler 40 (30) cm.
-1 compass, triangle

-1 glue stick
-1 rubber, 1 pencil sharpener

-1 cup for water
-12 oil pastel

-1 glue stick

-1 cup for water
-12 pencil pastel

-1 rubber, 1 pencil sharpener
-1 cup for water

-12 dry pastel
-1 small bottle of black china
(Indian) ink 30ml.

-1 ruler 40 (30) cm.
-1 compass
-1 glue

-1 Pen holder with fine point
-1 small bottle of black china
(Indian) ink 30ml. and the pen to
draw with
-1 Pen holder with fine point

For S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 S6 art 2
1 box of paint 12 colour (opaque paint) Pelikan.

